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Happy New Year to you all!
Please note carefully the following dates:

The London Dinner is to be held at the Civil Service Club, Great
th

Scotland Yard on Saturday March 7 2009 – contact Brian Woodley for
details (see list of addresses inside the front cover)
The Club’s

Annual General Meeting
Meeting 2009 will be held

on Saturday

April 25th at 11 am in the School Library
(refreshments served from 10.30 am)

The

Doncaster Dinner

this year will be on

th

FRIDAY 10 July 2009 at the Holiday Inn, Warmsworth –
7pm for 7.30pm
Further details will be sent out by Peter Wood with the AGM mailing in May.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Do you have an ee-mail address?
If so, PLEASE let Dorothy Ford have it
at membership@old-danensians.org.uk
so that more of our members can receive the
Newsletter and AGM minutes electronically
- and save the Club a lot of money!
It is important to let her have any CHANGES of your
e-mail address when they happen – or you will not receive any of our
literature!
NB. Please let Joan Reasbeck
Reasbeck know by the end of November if you do NOT
want your ee-mail address to go into the 2010 membership list to be printed next
January
(secretary@old-danensians.org.uk)

We are glad to welcome the new Head
Head of Hall Cross
School – the first lady Head!! – Pippa Dodgshon
Pippa Dodgshon has kindly given us some information about herself.
Born in York in 1964, Pippa was educated at Mill Mount Grammar School for Girls, York,
before gaining a B Sc Hons in Biological Sciences with Renaissance Literature at Lancaster
University. She started a career as a research scientist before bowing to the inevitable, given the
number of teachers in her family, and training as a teacher, taking a PGCE at King’s College,
London.
Pippa has taught at Bramcote Hills Comprehensive School Nottingham and Djanogly CTC
(now City Academy) Nottingham; became Deputy Head at King James’ School Huddersfield
before becoming Head of Wingfield School, Rotherham. She started as Head of Hall Cross in
September 2008.
Pippa is the eldest of 3 children, is married to Martin (also a Headteacher) and has one stepson, Dan. She is a keen sportswoman, formerly a serious climber and mountaineer, though now
limited to running – 10K and ½ marathons to keep fit.

Changes SINCE May ‘08
Members’ contact details (postal and e-mail addresses) have been removed from this version of
the newsletter.
If you are a Club member, and wish to receive the unedited version of the newsletter, please
contact Richard Flint (e-mail website@old-danensians.org.uk).
New Members:
Pippa Dodgshon (Head) Hall Cross School Thorne Rd, Doncaster
Clive Howarth (58-64)
Janet Howarth (57-62) (nee Havercroft)
Neil Birkbeck (66-73)
Sue Birkbeck (69-73) (nee Daverson)
Richard Carter (49-56)
Graham R Snowdon (55-60)
Ralph Bacon MBE, ARCM (45-51 and ex-staff)
Adrian C Hudson (79-82)
Hazara Singh (80-86)
Trevor Jenkins (ex staff 77-08)
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After the decision taken at the AGM ’08, we have begun to invite school leavers to join the Club
and pay nothing for a period of 5 years, after which hopefully they will want to become full
members. Those who take up this offer, give us their e-mail address and receive an electronic
form of the newsletter and AGM minutes.
Kieran Ambrose ( - 08)
Michaela Fenny (2001-08)
James Sellers (200-07)
Lois Moody (2006-08)
Jack Ridgill
Changes of Address:
Geoff Evans (53-60)
Jane Frenneaux (nee Womersley) (53-60)
Paul Ablett (62-68)
Bruce Turner (52-58)
Steve Bell (66-71)
Jonathan Brain (78-84)
JH Edgington (34-36)
Angela Graves (nee Corfield) (86-91)
Mark Bellamy
DME Taylor (84-89)
Deaths: (see obituaries)
CW Hutchinson (32-36) Axminster, Devon (died June ’08)
Margaret Merkin (nee Stansfield) (39-46) Bessacarr Doncaster (died Jan ’08)
David Taylor (ex staff) (died Dec ’08)

Old Danensians’ Club Dinner 12th July 2008
Seating plan
Top Table: John Brew, Mark Brew, Gordon Watts, Roger and Elizabeth Williams
Head Girl, Head Boy
Table 1:
Eric Graydon
Jean Graydon
MR Newham
Mary Newham
Paul Newham
Andrew Graydon
Verity Graydon
Nicholas Caddy
JohnRoberts
Graham Heath
(10)

Table 2:
Jack Carr
Margaret Carr
Ken Whiteley
Jenny Whiteley
Enid Cunnington
David Cunnington
Pat Grainger
LK Gilmore
Pauline Harker
Norman Harker

Table 4:
Joe Parkinson
Ashley Gillard

Table 5:
Donald Reasbeck
Joan Reasbeck
Stuart Green
David Round
Henry Hargrave
Margaret Bark
Angela Gibson

Table 3:
Derek Crompton
Dorothy Ford
Betty Mitchell
Alan Davies
John Mayne
Mary Mayne
Michael Wilcockson
John Scott-Scott
(8)
(10)

(7)

Table 6:
David Miller
Enid Miller
Frank Lockhart
Roy Turner
Sheila Snowdon
Milk Thickett
Tony Deardon-Midgeley
Janet Deardon-Midgeley
(8)

Table 7:
Peter Wood
Margaret Wood
Clive Haworth
Janet Haworth
Kevin Jones
Sharman Jones
Kirsty Greenwood
Christopher Greenwood
Roger Hemmings
(9)

Table 8:
Gill Willis
Paul Ablett
Bob Southall
John Barnes
Barbara Skakle
Ed Treasure
Judy May
(7)

Table 9:
Alistair Challoner
Alison Martin
Lloret Wilson
Walter Sinclair
E Cunnington
Heidi Morris
Margaret Goodall
Barbara Wood
Pat Pilsworth
Carol Speakman
Kirsty Knight
(10)

Total: 85

President’s Address: John Brew MA, FSIP, AIA
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am honoured and delighted to be asked to speak to you this evening. Unfortunately I was
unable to be here with you last year, so I don’t quite know what is expected of me. The reason
for my absence was a long pre-planned party for my golden wedding anniversary – I thought I’d
better not miss that. I retain very good memories of my time at DGS. Not everyone enjoys their
schooldays, but your presence here tonight suggests that most of you also have good memories
and are concerned for the future of Hall Cross as it is today.
When I entered the school in 1942 it was, of course, very different. It was selective (11+), boys
only, and with an attitude to girls illustrated by the response to the High School’s request to be
allowed to use the swimming pool. This had been built, I believe, with public money as part of
the pre-war fire precautions. But the Headmaster decreed that there should be no swimming
costumes except on Sunday afternoons! Your ticket tonight said ‘dress optional’ – it wasn’t an
option in the pool in 1942! No equality for the girls then!
There were several women on the teaching staff but that was only because of the war. Generally
the age of the teachers was higher than normal. We were fortunate that most of the staff were
enthusiastic about education in general and their own subjects in particular. Did any of you see
the play ‘The History Boys’? My family see analogies, as I frequently hark back to my school
days and especially to my Maths teacher, Mr Johnson. He was quite different from any other
teacher I have ever come across (and I’ve come in contact with a good few through my four
children’s education). He established himself in a special classroom of his own, where he could
pursue one of his hobby horses, namely learning by rote. The rafters of classroom F would
often be shaking from our recitation of complicated trigonometric formulae, out of the hearing
of the rest of the school. There was even a mantra about his pet hate, namely cribbing work
after you arrived at school. The chant was “Home Sweet Home, the place where we do our
homework”. He could have been a nightmare for the management, but a very effective modus
vivendi had been reached. In academic matters his rules were law; and he was such an
incredibly outstanding teacher that the hierarchy just had to go along with him. He asserted his
independence in other ways also. He was always form master of 6LM, but he never went to
assembly except on Speech Day. He conformed only to the extent that, as we trooped out to
prayers each morning he invariably said “Say one for me.” Sam Johnson was tremendously
enthusiastic about mathematics. He not only spent extra time in working with and inspiring the
‘scholarship’ boys but also wanted to prove that everyone could reach a decent level. One year
it was decreed that there should be a delayed entry of boys who had just failed the 11+. They
were fed into the system one year late, and they had great difficulty catching up. Except in
mathematics, that is! There was an E stream in that year because of the extra numbers, and Sam
Johnson saw his chance and took the E stream himself. All but one of them got credits in both
School Certificate mathematics subjects, which quietened the rest of the staff no end. He was
also very knowledgeable about cricket, particularly umpiring. Every now and then he would
pick out a suitable pupil for instruction in the arcane mysteries of the Laws of cricket.
I have been very happy to hear of considerable sporting achievements by pupils and teams for
the current school. My brother and I were particularly lucky with regard to sport, one reason
being that we lived just over the road from the school and the Town Fields. I have always
retained an interest in cricket but not so much as my brother Mark who was a pillar of Ealing
Cricket Club for many years as well as being a Squash international. My particular interest has
been in golf. I played for Hertfordshire over a number of years. In due course I became
President and one of the proudest days of my life was when Hertfordshire won the English
Counties championship, the only time we ever did so. Latterly I was involved in the English

Golf Union administration. I chaired the Handicap Committee and spent many enjoyable
hours as a referee at English championships.
Of course I had to earn a living. I joined a firm on the Stock Exchange in 1955 and essentially
stayed with it all my working life. As a mathematician I studied probability and this led me to
seek qualification as an actuary though I was primarily a stockbroker. A fairly general view is
that it’s good to be an actuary because you get very well paid and that is still true today. A chum
of mine, Max Lander, rose to the top of the profession. He became President of the Actuaries
and I happened to go to several dinners at which he presided. I was reminded of him when
driving up today. At that place on the M1 where the rail track runs alongside, he had the idea of
checking the speed of the train against his Ferrari, so he SLOWED DOWN to 109 mph.
Getting back to the School, I have always been interested to know exactly when it was founded.
Shortly after the war we had a 600th Anniversary celebration – Captain Bales, the History
Master, had discovered a reference in the town records to the existence of a Grammar School. I
went off to do my National Service and, lo and behold, when I got back we were having a
second 600th Anniversary. It seems that in those early days schools came and went according to
the number of boys who needed education and the availability of teachers. At this distance of
time it is very difficult to establish the date from which the continuous existence of DGS began,
but I don’t think we need quarrel with a date in the 1340s i.e. nearly 700 years ago.
It’s beyond my imagination to think what the world, or the school, will be like 700 years from
now. Will they learn multiplication tables? Will there still be teachers like Mr Johnson?
But perhaps it would be appropriate for us to look forward as far as I have been looking back,
to 1942-48. So please join me in wishing Hall Cross School will continue to keep up the
tradition of infusing its pupils with enthusiasm for learning and sport at least for the next 60
years.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Presentations 2008
Medal Winners:
Easterfield Medal – for Science

Lucy Wright
presented by the Club in memory of Professor TH Easterfield (DGS 1878-81)

Ornsby Medal - for all round ability and keenness in sport

Natalie Ward
presented in memory of JA Ornsby (an Oxford ‘blue’ in the 1870’s)

Godfrey Shaw Medal – for good performance in athletics

Joe Makin
presented in memory of Godfrey Shaw (DGS 1880- 85) English champion (120 yards) for 4
successive years

Staff retiring after at least 25 years at the school:
Trevor Jenkins (77-08) – given Life Membership of the Club + an OD tie

Presentation
Presentation by Gordon Watts, Deputy Head

Saturday 12th July 2008

President, Chair, Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen, I am very pleased to be here tonight to share with you the
progress that the school has made over the last twelve months and to take the opportunity to highlight some of
the major events that have occurred during this time. My review is not only to inform upon and celebrate
success, but also to consider some of the developments, challenging but also exciting, that the school will have
to consider in the next year and beyond.
Hall Cross School is once again experiencing a period of change that involves not only a change of strategic
leadership within the school, but must also address the identified demands of a changing curriculum, a
changing employment market and a changing expectation as to the role of a school within its local, regional,
national and indeed, international community. Throughout this period of transition, one must acknowledge the
contribution that Governors, staff, both teaching and non-teaching, and indeed students have made, to securing
the consistency and focus that is required to ensure that outcomes and standards, the key criteria by which any
school is judged, continue to rise. The prognosis for such realisations is good.
This time last year, the school was subject to a formal Notice to Improve. This was for many people, a bitter
pill to swallow, but energised all involved to reflect upon what had to be done to address the four key issues
that OFSTED had raised. I am pleased to say, that following an inspection in NOVEMBER 2007, the Notice
to Improve was lifted, with many aspects of school life, such as Pupil Welfare, Leadership & Management and
aspects of School Self-Evaluation being graded as ‘good.’ The school has not simply and passively
acknowledged this achievement. The leadership team, supported by the Governors, and through the
commitment of middle leaders and all staff, continue to reflect upon what has to be done. For the aim of the
school is an aspirational one - Hall Cross School will be an OUTSTANDING school.
I stated in my opening words that my review was also about recognising the many dimensions of success,
achievement and attainment that have taken place over the last year. Whether these have been academic,
sporting, artistic or expressional, they have all been significant and should be celebrated. The school has been
re-designated as a Science and Mathematics College, acknowledging its progress as a specialist college over the
last few years and confirming its future and securing funding for continued developments over the next few
years to come.
Examination results last year were the best that the school has ever achieved. At GCSE, the percentage of
students achieving the national benchmark of 5 A*-C grades increased to 57%; the equivalent including English
and mathematics increased to 47%. Our SSE and Tracking systems predict an outcome of 65% and 55% this
summer for these two measures respectively.
The prediction for students to achieve at least 1 A* - G is just below 100%.
At key stage 3, those achieving at least Level 5 + in English, mathematics and ICT will increase by up to 6%
from last year, with a marked increase of 12% in ICT, if targets are realised.
Again, several students went on to Oxford or Cambridge, and dependent upon outcomes, five more hopefuls
await examination publication to secure places at these institutions this year.
The performing arts department continues to secure success and commitment with several public
performances this year, including a production of ‘The Little Shop of Horrors.’ Dance is establishing itself
within the corporate and academic life of the school, with visits to theatres and participation in several dance
workshops and indeed, representation in the Doncaster Cultural Festival taking place tomorrow.
A key feature of life at Hall Cross continues to be the sporting excellence of the school. It has once again been
another outstanding year in which our representation for both boys and girls in competitive team games has
been realised at local, regional and national level. Worthy, although not exclusively, of public recognition has
been
• The U16 Girls Basketball Team that reached the national finals and finished 3rd overall in the country
• Excellent achievements in athletics in the district competitions with Year 9 & 10 Boys finishing in first
place overall and Year 9 Girls taking the centre podium in this competition. All other teams finished
within the first five places
• Lewis Thiede, Steven Slingsby, Tom Baker, Simon Honey and William Robinson are now part of
Doncaster Knights RFC.
• Curtis Free has gained selection for the Yorkshire Schools cricket squad.

English Schools representation for Hall Cross continues with Katherine Wilson in the pole vault and
Kelly Bramheld in the javelin, who currently is receiving coaching at the English institute of Sport.
Individual representation continues with
• the Ibbotson brothers, Dan and James, who are 3rd in the U18 C2 Class in canoeing and an incredible
7th in the open age group. They will be competing in the European Championships in Slovenia this
month.
•

It has once again to be recognised that the achievements of many of the young people who attend Hall Cross
School would not be possible without the considerable commitment and dedication of many of its staff. In
recognising sustained contribution to the school, I would like to mention three gentlemen whose service to the
school and its students cannot be left unacknowledged and who are commencing their well-earned retirement
at the end of this term.
Trevor Jenkins
• Trevor joined Doncaster Grammar School in 1977 as a History Master having attended school in
Belfast and then university at Trinity College, Dublin.
• He progressed to hold responsibility for visual aids and resources at Hall Cross School in 1985, a
developing role and responsibility that he has held since that time.
• Trevor has been involved in the corporate life of the school throughout his career at Hall Cross
• He has served as a teacher governor and union representative and broadened the horizons of many
pupils who have been fortunate to have been taught by him
• Trevor is an articulate and well-respected member of the teaching staff.
• I personally, and on behalf of the school, wish him well for future.
Phil Tebbutt
• Phil joined the school in 1991 as a teacher of English, having worked in several schools in the Sheffield
area and travelled extensively in the Far East and South America
• He quickly gained promotion to co-ordinator for ‘A’ level English, a duty that he embellished through
his knowledge of examination marking
• Phil has executed the duty of acting Head of English during his time at the school as well as 2nd in
English
• Phil is an accomplished classroom practitioner and having observed one of his lessons, I would have
gratefully entrusted my own daughter’s tutelage of ‘A’ level English to his care.
• Phil will be missed by the school and I know, especially missed by his department.
• Once again, he is sent every best wish for his retirement
Kenneth
Kenneth Ford
• Ken Ford joined the science department at Hall Cross School in 1996 as a laboratory technician and
gained the position of senior laboratory technician in 2002
• His contribution to the success of the science department over his term of service has been
acknowledged by several Heads of Science
• Ken is a keen table tennis player and indeed has loaned me a table tennis ball for a lesson in recent
times
• Ken’s contribution to the working and social life of the science department is recognised and he is
wished every happiness and success with his retirement
Also leaving the school are two of its most senior leaders.
With the appointment of the Headteacher designate, Ms Pippa Dodgshon, from September this year
• Dr Kelvin Simmonds is returning to his role as Executive Headteacher at Danum School and to
continue his work with DMBC in Building Schools for the Future.
• Mrs Beverley Jackson leaves the school as Associative Headteacher to take up the post of Headteacher
at King Edward School, Sheffield. Mrs Jackson was the first female Headteacher in the history of Hall
Cross School, and I am sure that Pippa Dodgshon will continue this successful trend
Many of you will be aware of the consultation process currently being undertaken regarding the future of
educational provision within Doncaster. This debate is taking place against a backdrop of central government
initiatives not just for the kind of educational experiences that are desired for young people and to which they

are entitled, but encompassing the framework of new curriculum expectations, qualifications, partnership and
collaborative delivery and provision.
You will be aware of the concerns that were generated over the future provision for the school in the Mayor’s
document, ‘Achieving Success – Building Schools for the Future.’
This produced a great deal of outcry to the draft proposals for discussion contained in that document.
However, following public and private responses from many interested and aggrieved parties, the Mayor
circulated another discussion document earlier this summer. Further consultation is being sought and a review
of pupil place planning, the size of schools and post-16 provision is being undertaken. All this, of course,
affects Hall Cross.
There has been much activity to ensure that Hall Cross is fairly represented at these discussions. Stakeholder
voice is being consulted and there is currently a School Strategy for Change Document being compiled that will
inform DMBC Strategy for Change Part 1 to be sent to London in September. The Headteacher Designate,
Leadership team and Governors have met on many occasions and with local authority officers to inform this
planning. The school, in common with others in the Borough, regularly receives visits from consultants
employed to inform the BSF programme.
Another, more detailed submission, including any proposed new building, will follow the September
submission from the school in January 2009. This again will inform DMBC planning and their consequent
collective submission to London.
So what does the comment and information suggest at this time? The true answer is that there has been no
commitment to any model at this stage. However, what may be expected?
• A reduction in student numbers – this is as a consequence of anticipated falls in pupil numbers over
the next few years and possible re-consideration of pupil placement planning – essentially re-zoning
catchments to ensure that surplus places in schools are better filled and that the promise of nonclosure of any secondary schools is upheld.
• The possible development of the lower site to become a 11 – 16 or 11 - 18 school with between 1250
– 1400 students, and possibly to include some specialist post-16 provision. Collaboration, particularly
at key stage 4 would take place. There is a commitment within the discussion papers to retain schools
within their catchments and communities. Lower site conforms to this assurance.
• The development of the upper school site to ensure a post-16 provision, particularly at AS/A Level.
This would be a collaborative model as an independent Hall Cross Sixth Form would not be viable
due to low numbers and not receive Learning Skills Council Funding. Other successful schools are
seeking to establish their own sixth forms and with a current retention rate of 53% into the sixth form,
the enrolment of students from these establishments will become more difficult and could impact
upon numbers. However, the location of the town centre and its easy transport links make it a
desirable location to ensure continued post-16 collaboration with the College and other partner
schools in the town.
The initial consequences of such possible realisations can be unsettling - such considerations as a reduction in
staff numbers, the limited available space at lower school for development and the funding formula and
priorities for new building programmes do come to mind.
However, the effects, whatever they may be, will not be immediate. The initial draft proposals are being
modified. There is now a serious consideration of a two-site development and a review of pupil numbers.
Unquestionably, there are certain challenges ahead for the school, but with these come many opportunities for
development in provision, curriculum organisation and delivery and in community involvement. BSF is much
more than just providing buildings. It has generated a review of what we teach, how we teach, what engages
learners, how personalised learning can be provided and how, the premise that every child really does matter,
can be realised in the next decade.
Rest assured that the Hall Cross Brand, its uniqueness, its traditions, its ethos and values will be and have been
central to the debate. The learner will continue to remain the focus of our energies. All developments will be
centred on our students. The school is committed to continuing to provide an ever-improving and rewarding
learning experience for young people in Doncaster.
The celebration of the successes that I have outlined this evening and that you willingly and proudly celebrate
with me tonight is testimony to this commitment.
I thank you for your support, and your indulgence this evening, and I look forward to continuing to ensure that
Hall Cross School, Science and Mathematics College, remains at the forefront of learning in the town and
beyond.
G Watts

Obituaries:
CW Hutchinson (at DGS 1932-36)
My husband was Charles William Hutchinson who lived in Doncaster and attended the School in the
early 1930s. He was born in 1919 in Barnsley. His father and grandfather were Gas Engineers in
Barnsley and lived there until moving to Bawtry Road Doncaster. I send this obituary from the Times
of April 29th 2008:
William Hutchinson MBE,
MBE wartime intelligence officer, born Nov 15th 1919, died March 6th 2008
aged 88. Charles William Hutchinson was educated at Doncaster Grammar School and Fitzwilliam
College, Cambridge. Having embarked on a career with the National and Provincial Bank, Bill
Hutchinson joined his local Yeomanry regiment, the Queen’s Own Yorkshire Dragoons, simply to
learn to ride. Mobilised in September 1939, his regiment went with the 1st Cavalry Division to
Palestine. Hutchinson was commissioned into the Royal Corps of Signals and initially employed on
cipher work at GHQ Middle East in Cairo. After a series of security checks, he was inducted into the
mysteries of an organisation he first knew as BP – Bletchley Park, the code and cipher school and the
British centre for the decryption of enemy signals traffic.
Although actually a security classification for special intelligence derived from cryptanalysis at
Bletchley Park and elsewhere, Ultra was the code-name Hutchinson and his colleagues used for
material they were responsible for receiving, decoding and handing only to specially designated
officers at GHQ. No risks were to be taken that might provide the enemy with any indication that
their messages were being read. Anxious to be closer to the action than Cairo, Hutchinson secured a
transfer to Malta at the time of Allied preparations for the invasion of Sicily. While working there, an
intercept was received giving warning of an imminent German air attack on Valletta harbour. His
naval colleague decided that a fighter screen that an air commander would inevitably send up could
compromise the intelligence and so did not warn him; in consequence his naval colleague was sacked.
Soon afterwards Hutchinson was sent to command the mobile Special Communications Unit in
Algiers, assigned to General Mark Clark’s US 5th Army, preparing to sail to Salerno in September
1943. He continued in this role for the assault on Anzio in January 1944, afterwards confessing that
he felt acutely apprehensive about being taken prisoner on the closely pressed beached and forced to
divulge the secret nature of his work. He was appointed MBE for his work in the Italian campaign.
For the invasion of Normandy, he joined General George Patton’s HQ US 3rd Army, landing his
special liaison unit on Utah beach and remaining with Patton until the end of the war in Europe. He
was mentioned in dispatches and received the American Bronze Star.
On return to civilian life Bill read estate management at Cambridge before joining Gerald Eve & Co
of Mayfair, eventually becoming the senior partner. His marriage to Bette Knight was dissolved and
his second wife, Kay predeceased him. He is survived by his third wife Susan and by the three sons
and a daughter from his first marriage.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Margaret Merkin
Merkin (nee Stansfield) 19281928-2008
Margaret attended Doncaster Girls’ High School from 1938-1946 and from there spent two years at
Sheffield Training College. Her first teaching post was at Denaby Junior School and from there until
her retirement in 1988 she worked either for Doncaster Borough or the West Riding. The main
change was in the age of her pupils: in Denaby she taught top junior class, but at Shaw Wood Infants
School in Armthorpe, where she was deputy Head, she taught the reception class for many years.
Early in 1963 Margaret married Doug Simons who was the deputy head of Highfields Junior School,
where they were both teaching. Sadly, Doug died at the end of that year. In 1968 Margaret married
Geoff Merkin who was then Headmaster of Dunsville School. Both Margaret and George were very
proud of their long association with schools in the area. We were frequently regaled with accounts of
shop assistants or workmen who recognised them. Latterly Margaret told us with a rueful smile that
one girl had greeted her with ‘Miss you used to teach my Gran.’
In recent years, until prevented by the onset of illness, Margaret was glad to keep contact with
education as an assiduous member of the Old Danensians’ Committee.

Margaret and George enjoyed travelling in this country and abroad, particularly after they had both
retired. They did long walks, the Dales Way and Nidderdale Way, with a former college friend and
her husband. We took them on several holidays including cruises and excursions to Egypt and the
USA. They were great lovers of music and supported many local musical organisations and joined us
often in the south for visits to theatres, concerts and operas. They were also keen supporters of the
National Trust and enjoyed many holidays and day visits with the local association. Another great
favourite was a regular holiday in the Lakes with the Retired Teachers’ Association.
If one considers their long retirement, so happy and busy until curtailed by illness, and remembers
their deaths within hours of each other on the same day in January, it is difficult to feel too much
sadness for them in the fulfilment of their lives. It is those left behind who feel their loss: here there
are a sister and brother-in-law who now have only a store of treasured memories of two much loved
friends and companions.
Jan Brearley (nee Stansfield)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
David Graham
Graham Taylor (Staff 19461946-78):
Dad unfortunately passed away on Christmas Eve 2008 after a short illness at the age of 92. He had
managed to look after himself at home until the last four months of his life which he spent in comfort
at Town Fields House Residential Home.
He was born on 29th March 1916 in Newport, Monmouthshire And remained a proud Welshman for
the rest of his life, especially during International Rugby Matches against the English which was often
the cause of much friction in the Taylor household. The family soon moved to the nearby village of
Cross Keys and Dad spent his early childhood surrounded by mountains, fields and streams, an
environment that he often described as the perfect area for a boy to grow up in. A move back to
Newport in 1926 saw him attend the Municipal High School on Stow Hill at which he first developed
his love for the French language as well as a keen interest in English Literature. He went on to obtain
a first-class honours degree in French from the University of Cardiff and subsequently trained to be a
teacher.
His career aspirations had to be put on hold in 1939 when war broke out and, after initially being
called up into the Artillery, he found himself transferred into the Intelligence Corps. He spent the war
in Algeria, Tunisia, Italy and Austria and readily admitted that he had a good war, meeting interesting
people, visiting interesting places and managing to avoid most of the unpleasant aspects of war.
Normality resumed in 1945 and the prospect of finding a job had to be faced. He came across an
advert for a teacher of French at Doncaster Grammar School and went to see his old Headmaster at
the ‘Muni’. The Head pulled an old tome down from his shelf, looked up and pronounced ‘It’s a
good school you know!’ Dad duly applied for the job, was successful and began his DGS career in
May 1946 as a teacher of French alongside Michael Lennihan and Frank Dowdall, although he also
taught some German, Maths and coached Rugby. It was the beginning of a 32 year career for ‘Dougie’
(so-named from his initials DGT) during which time he met and married his wife Joan Minty, (after
having been introduced to the Minty family by Harry Pickles at a Doncaster Rovers match), became
Head of Modern Languages in 1962 and was also Head of Vaughan House. He always thoroughly
enjoyed his job and was very proud of the School, its pupils and their achievements (especially those
who excelled in French!)
Dad retired in 1978 and, during his retirement, devoted himself to his beloved garden, his books,
crosswords and, in later years, his chess computer. He continued his involvement in education as an
‘A’ level marker for the JMB until 1987 and also maintained links with the School through regular
attendance at the May 19th celebrations organised by Bill Lockwood. Dad made many good friends at
DGS over the years and I would especially like to thank Ieuan Williams and ‘Mac’ McChrystal for
their visits over the last few years. His family was always his main priority and he and mum provided a
stable, happy home environment for which we will always be very grateful.
Graham
Taylor
January
2009

Old Danensians Race Across North America Using the Power of the Sun
During
July
2008,
the
Durham
University Solar Car team participated
in the North American Solar Challenge,
a 2400 mile race for solar powered
vehicles.
The team of eight, which travelled with
the car, included two Old Danensians;
Richard Flint (1997-2002) and Steve
Richard Flint, second from left and Steve Wilson, third
from right, with the rest of team around the Durham
University Solar Car, DUSC.

Wilson (2000-2007). Here, Durham
alumnus and former project leader
Richard Flint describes the project.

The Durham University Solar Car, or DUSC, is a solar powered car, designed and built within the School of
Engineering at Durham University to compete in a number of international events. Led by undergraduate
students, the project aims to increase the understanding of engineering principles by providing a practical
outlet to back-up the theory taught as part of an Engineering degree and develop a range of interpersonal
skills.
I became involved with the project during 2005, in my second year at Durham, and established a team to
develop the car. Since then, a team of 10-15 has spent thousands of hours of spare time creating a machine
that can reach speeds in excess 60mph, powered entirely by the sun. Solar cells, which are placed on the top
of an aerodynamic, carbon-fibre composite body, are used to generate electricity to power a motor housed
within the single rear wheel of the three-wheel, single-seat car. With the support of the School of
Engineering and a small number of commercial, institutional and individual sponsors, we manufactured the
majority of the car and its systems in-house and were able to create a raceworthy vehicle.
In February 2008, the car was displayed in the Science Museum in London, receiving interest from both
children and adults alike. It is estimated that, over three days, I spoke to more than 2500 people.
Then, in July 2008, we headed to North America to compete in an event we had been working towards for so
long, the North American Solar Challenge. The event started in Cresson, Texas, 60 miles south-west of
Dallas, where scrutineering and on-track qualifying took place. Over a gruelling seven days, the team and
car passed scrutineering (7th out of 24 entries), having overcome some major technical challenges, including
some created by the scrutineers! The team then undertook on-track qualifying by completing 60 laps of a
1.7 mile track, one of only 15 teams to do so.
Having qualified, the next challenge was to undertake the 2400 mile journey to Calgary in Canada in a
number of set stages. Over ten days, the team endured early starts and late nights to ensure DUSC2008
travelled as far as possible under solar power during race hours (8am–6pm), in ever changing weather, from
high temperatures (in excess of 40 ºC) to heavy thunder storms. As one of the shorter members of the
team, I was one of the drivers of the solar car. With such a low seating position and no creature comforts,
driving was most definitely a test of stamina. The support of the public and media along the course was,
therefore, gratefully received.
On Tuesday 22nd July, DUSC2008 crossed the finish line in Calgary to the applause of the thousands of
Calgarians, and handful of Brits, in 14th place. Just to finish was an achievement, and the whole team
learned a tremendous amount. We were delighted to receive the “Best Rookie Team” accolade at the NASC
Awards Ceremony held the following day.
This project is a highly constructive example of young people applying technology to tackle environmental
issues of global importance. It has provided a challenge for those taking part, but at the same time has been
tremendous fun. Engineering isn’t about old, oily machines but developing the technologies of tomorrow.
We are now looking towards entering the World Solar Challenge, to be held in Australia in October 2009,
with an improved car. We will use the lessons learned from our first event as a foundation for greater
achievement and success in the future.
For more information about the Durham University Solar Car, and the full account of the team’s
North American Solar Challenge, visit the DUSC website (www.dur.ac.uk/dusc).

Annual Hockey Match
Doncaster Town Field Sports Club
Friday 19th September 2008
Hallcross School XI v Old Danensians XI
(Apologies to William Shakespeare, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Monty Python, Frank Sinatra, and Stuart
Hall, who sadly were not selected to play for the ODs but are featured in the match report)
Old Danensians:
Danensians Sam Deakin (GK), Simon Keys (GK), Steven Brooks (Capt), Steve ‘Spam’
Hamilton, Tim Deakin, Duncan Coates, Johnny Huntridge, Jonathan Crosby, Alan Stoves, Tony
Henshaw, Simon Lockwood, Tim Woad, Roger Smith, Steve Barton, Sam Deans, John ‘Jasper’
Harratt (Mngr).
Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more;
Hallcross School had enlisted the help of Cecil B. DeMille to recruit the plethora of players that
greeted the ODs as they ambled onto the hallowed astroturf. Brooks (ODs’ Supremo) had worked
tirelessly to assemble a team of ‘hockey wizards’ but eventually gave best to the idea and settled for
those that could turn out at 3:45pm on a Friday afternoon.
Hallcross School could boast some talented hockey players, useful additions to senior teams at
Doncaster Hockey Club, notably: Martin Brown (Capt), Ashley Moore, Jack Pendlebury, George
Donoghue, Harrison Read, Matt Stables, Nick Stables, Adam Orange, and Dominic Firth.
This scenario had already put the ODs’ Supremo in a tizzy even before the team photo, which did
not pass without incident, Brooks at pains to explain to the photographer (Tom Brown) that if the
ODs had to remain in position for more than a few seconds they would collapse and require a small
army of stretcher bearers to remove them from the pitch.
SubSub-standard team
The ODs opened up as if they were facing the 1970 Brazilians. They did little save run around
enthusiastically. Hallcross took the game to the ODs and pressed for an early lead. The ODs looked
unsettled; being cumbersome in defence, uninspired in midfield and woeful in attack is bad enough.
When you then dish out goals to the opposition like a mad grandmother giving away the family silver,
you know the end is nigh. Fortunately for the ODs their nerves were settled by a goal against the run
of play. This seemed to breathe some life into them and more goals were to come, Simon Lockwood
scoring a hat trick, Tim Deakin grabbed a brace, and Steve Barton got his goal!
Half Time ~
Hallcross XI 0 v 6 ODs XI (Lockwood 3, Deakin 2, Barton)
Spam, spam, spam, spam, Deakin and spam..…
For once there was no dressing down from ODs’ Manager and Mourinho impersonator John ‘Jasper’
Harratt at half time; I think he went to watch the 4.30 race from Newbury. Brooks seemed content
but stressed the need for more effort and composure in the second half lest the ODs take their lack
of fitness as a minor oversight. Steve ‘Spam’ Hamilton and Tim Deakin continued to control the
game for the ODs with some nice exchanges in midfield and rightfully Tim Deakin should be named
as Man of the Match for the ODs.
Towards the final third of the match, what can only be described as a re-enactment of the Haxey
Hood ensued in the ODs goalmouth. Simon Keys, aka Dusty Bin, keeping goal for the ODs in the
second half, attempting to complete the 50 metres breaststroke on dry land. Fortunately Stoves,
Coates and Henshaw were on hand and a clean sheet was maintained. NB. At last Henshaw had
bought a new red shirt for the occasion.
More goals without reply came from the ODs. Lockwood completed a four-timer, pity Jasper’s
betting slip could not repeat the feat, Duncan Coates ‘weighed in’ with a trademark power packed
finish, well, they do say form is temporary, class is permanent, and to the disgust of the home fans
who by now were streaming away in their thousands, Brooks scored twice, yes twice!

It has to be said that Brooks scoring is not a rarity but the manner of his second goal should be
recorded.
Ghosting into the ‘D’, two yards off the right hand post, he flashed his stick at a fierce cross, in a
manner reminiscent of Mavis Cruet, and the ball deflected into the bottom corner of the goal.
Full Time ~ Hallcross XI 0 v 10 ODs’ XI (Lockwood 4, Deakin 2, Brooks 2, Barton, Coates)
10 nil to the ODs, but a game played in good spirit with the school never giving up hope of humbling
some ex-National League players, glimpses of once admired skill from the few ODs still able to
competently hold a stick, and some injudicious umpiring from ‘Whistler’ Cattrall.
All in all a game to appreciate as part of a tradition which now only survives in pockets of the nation.
Thanks to the umpires, Tim ‘Magoo’ Hawkins and Mike ‘Whistler’ Cattrall, who once again put
forward a strong case for euthanasia.
Final
Final curtain?
Brooks had announced, in a ‘foghorn leghorn’ style, before, during, and after the game, that he was to
step down as the match organiser and ODs’ Supremo. Muttering words like ‘shambles’ and ‘disgrace’
periodically he shuffled off to the Sports Club to warn the bar staff that a number of elderly
miscreants would be arriving at anytime.
If this was to be his last hurrah then maybe, after ‘x’ number of years unbeaten, the following quote
would be fitting;
“My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!” Shelley

The 200 Club
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May I thank all of you who have signed fresh standing order forms at the new rate of £10 per number
per year.
There are still a few members who have not let me have a new standing order. Could I urge you,
please, to sign and return to me as soon as possible the attached form, for £10 or multiples of £10.
Also, if a few more members or friends would subscribe for additional numbers, we should soon hit
the target of a fully subscribed 200 Club. I look forward to hearing from you.
Roger Williams (chair@old-danensians.org.uk)
The standing order mandate form for the Old Danensians’ 200 Club has been removed from this
version of the newsletter.
If you are a Club member, and wish to receive the unedited version of the newsletter, or a copy of the
standing order mandate form, please contact Richard Flint (e-mail website@old-danensians.org.uk).

